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~ QUOTATION NOTICE
r

Quotation is invited for the supply of the following item with specification from the
manufacturers/authorized dealers. You are requested to give your offer at the earliest. Your offer
should reach at the earliest, and before 05.09.19.

Material Quantity Purpose

Terpene Phenolic 200 Kg Nitrile Rubber
Resin Compounding.
DRTTP -70

Specifications and Manufacturer

Manufacturer MIS Manaalam Oraanics Ltd Chennai
Brand name DRTTP -70
Appearance Resin like yellow solid
Softeninq point °c 70+5
Acid Value 2 (Max)
Saponification Value 3·(Max)
Specific Gravity at 30°C 0.90-1.10
Packing To be supplied in manufacturer's

orqinal packinq of 100 Ka
Rate quoted should be all inclusive (ie.including GST, transportation Charges ,loading

and unloading charges, handling charges etc) for the supply of the material at Factory complex,
Kulathupuzha.. The quotation should be addressed to REBAHILITATION PLANTATIONS
LTD., PUNALUR 691 305. On the envelop it should be marked as "Quotation for DRT TP -
70".
General Conditions

1. The material supplied should strictly conform to the specifications as the intended use of
the material is for the manufacture of high quality, high precision rubber product for
aerospace application, failing which material will be rejected. The supplier must also
enclose a test report & MSDS of the material supplied at the time of delivery.

2. Representative sample from each consignment will be drawn on receipt of the materials
and tested, based on which consignment will be accepted/rejected. Payment will be
released only after the Quality acceptance.
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3. Preference will be given to the suppliers of ISRO. Necessary documents are to be
furnished for the same.

4. Any quotation received after the time fixed on the due date is liable to be rejected.
5. No representation for enhancement of price once accepted will be considered.
6. Withdrawal from the quotation after it is accepted or failure to supply within the

specified time or in accordance with specifications will entail cancellation of the order
and the firm is liable to be blacklisted.

"RPL is an environment friendly organization. It expects
its suppliers also to contribute tnw;Jrd~;J nn2D""" t:---'" "


